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ABSTRACT

New magnetic gears show promise as replacements for mechanical gears, not only because of high
reliability and low maintenance, but also because of superior torque-to-weight ratios. A superior torque-
to-weight ratio is most unexpected but is surfacing as a real possibility when the full perimeter of the gear
is used to generate torque. Mechanical gears are to be distinguished in this one aspect since only two to
three teeth are engaged in a single stage. For this same reason, high gear ratio magnetic gears can be
constructed without the use of multiple stages.

INTRODUCTION

The Navy’s need for high torque/thrust density in electromechanical devices is axiomatic. The conversion
of mechanical energy to electrical or vice versa is characterized by large volumes at low rotation speeds.
Gears are a convenient way to convert the slow-speed, high-torque side to a high-speed, low-torque
counterpart. A magnetic gearbox has the following advantages over its mechanical counterpart:

 no gear lubrication
 inherent overload protection
 reduced mechanical fatigue
 no mechanical contact losses other than bearings
 minimal vibration
 potential for very high efficiency (only a little eddy current/core loss and bearing loss)
 high torque per volume ratio–considerably higher than a standard motor or generator

The final bullet deserves some discussion. A 2-in. 50 MGO NdFeB magnet has an equivalent current of
70,000 amp-turns. Air-cooled machines have a current density limit in the neighborhood of 2,000 A/in2.
Permanent magnets have a permeability close to that of air. Synchronous machines with thick permanent
magnet rotors are characterized by high leakage reactance. The flux from the stator member has a lot of
air to go through to complete its path. A magnetic gear is different since magnets appear on both the rotor
and the stator, and the objective is to maximize lock-in torque. These concentrated sources of magneto
motive force can be quite close together. This is the reason these newer magnetic gears exceed the torque
per volume ratio achievable with a conventional motor or generator.

Early magnetic gears were quite unsuitable for the needs of today’s Navy[1]. Even more recent work in
this area has produced uninteresting results when the contact area between magnets is small [2]. Recent
advances in the strength of available room-temperature magnets and more importantly, in novel
topologies, have reversed that truism. These devices have torque densities that are superior to their best
mechanical counterparts. The secret is the utilization of most, if not all, of the gear perimeter. Mechanical
gears typically engage one to two teeth at a time. The new topologies that make magnetic gears so
promising typically engage one half of the magnets against a mate at any time.

In addition, they can deliver very high gear ratios in a single stage. Preliminary assessments of 50:1
magnetic gears are characterized by weight-to-torque ratios of 0.018 lbs/ft-lb (based on an 8 MW



capability). These weights account for the complete parasitic structure weight, including housing structure
and all bearing and balance peripherals. These devices are 1/8th the size of their electromechanical direct
drive counterparts.

MAGNETIC SHUTTER GEAR

Fig. 1 shows a typical configuration for a shutter gear [3][4]. The secret of the device is the stationary
steel pieces separating the outer stator magnets from the inner rotor magnets. If we designate ps and pr as
the number of magnetic pole pairs on the stator and rotor respectively, then the number of stationary steel
pieces n must be

s rn p p  (1)
The gear ratio is defined as the ratio of the inner rotor speed to the outer stator speed. In this example
there are 18 stator pole pairs and two rotor pole pairs, so the gear ratio would be
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A slight rotation of the outer stator (1/9th of the angle spanned by the central steel pieces) causes the field
seen by the rotor to shift one steel piece span in the opposite direction. The rotor rotates at nine times the
stator rotation speed to remain in synchronism. Interesting variations of this device include reshaping and
skewing the central steel pieces to reduce cogging, and arranging windings on the rotor to facilitate
electrical generation at high speed directly on the rotor of the gear. This latter variation is depicted in Fig.
2, and has even been implemented in a test model [5]. The magnets on the stator can be replaced with a
winding to achieve a variable speed transmission.
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Fig. 1 Typical Shutter Gear Arrangement.
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Fig. 2 Shuttered Magnetic Gear with Windings on the Rotor.

To get a high gear ratio with the shutter gear, a sizeable amount of back iron will be required to carry all
the rotor flux through a large azimuthal span. The shutter requires laminated teeth to keep the losses
down. The thickness of the stationary steel teeth must be carefully chosen to balance torque coupling with
interstitial pole isolation.

CYCLOID GEARING

Cycloid gearing works on a different principle and has the potential to achieve very high gear ratios in
one pass with very high torque levels [6].

Fig. 3 shows a rotor magnet ring within a stator ring having 10 and 12 magnets, respectively. Consider
displacing the rotor’s axis so that it is non-concentric with the stator. If both the rotor and the stator are
rotated about the original stator axis, we realize an uninteresting gear ratio of 12/10. A very different
development results if we fix the stator or the rotor.

Consider attaching an eccentric axis to the rotor as suggested in Fig. 4. When this eccentric axis shaft is
rotated, it traces out the trajectory shown in the lower inset of that figure. The rotor in Fig. 5 can be driven
by a universal joint or flexible shaft drive, but there is a better way that involves bearings on the outer
perimeter of a ring as depicted in the lower right inset of Fig. 6. These are referred to as orbital bearings.
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Fig. 3 Magnet Rings with a Different Number of Magnets on the Stator and Rotor.
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Fig. 4 Fix the Outer Stator and Drive the Inner Rotor with an Eccentric Shaft.
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Fig. 5 The Eccentric Shaft Connects to a High-Speed Generator; One Drive Option is a Flexible U Joint, but
Better Options Exist.

Fig. 6 Different Section Views of the Cycloid Gear; the Lower Right Inset Shows one way of Transferring
Cycloid Movement into Rotation.

Fig. 7 shows how the gear works using this 10-magnet rotor and 12-magnet stator combination. Assume
the rotor is free to spin about its own axis and we crank the eccentric axis, the end of which is centered
about the stator axis. The eccentric axis crank essentially rotates the rotor axis about the dotted line in the



lower inset of Fig. 4. In the 90° position, rotor magnet 1, which starts juxtaposed to stator magnet 12, has
rotated backwards slightly, and magnets 4 and 5 assume the closest position to the stator. The fact that
there are only 10 rotor magnets necessitates a backward rotation of the rotor. The magnets of closest
position do not allow slippage from their nearest stator magnet. At the 180° position, rotor magnets 7 and
8 assume the closest position to the stator. After 360° , the rotor magnet has rotated back two magnet
positions. Five revolutions of the eccentric rotation become equivalent to one negative rotation of the
rotor, a 5:-1 gear ratio. In terms of the number of poles on the outer stator ps and inner rotor pr,, the gear
ratio is
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The topology has merit because of the large torque opposing slippage. This author examined several
topologies in the past to maximize force-to-weight ratio in other applications [7].
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Fig. 7 As the Eccentric Shaft Rotates One Complete Revolution, the Rotor Will Spin about its own Axis
Negative 2/10*360°.

Maximum torque production is essential for this magnetic bearing. The gear’s performance improves as 
the number of magnets increases. Fig. 8 shows a stator and rotor arrangement with 100 and 98 magnets
respectively. The magnets are 50 MGO, 2-in. thick, and the working air-gap radius is 89 inches. The size
was selected to be compatible with emerging generators for large wind turbines. It has roughly 10 in. of
copper/steel on the stator side of the air gap. This magnetic gear is half the length and has ¼ of the active
magnetic/steel material, yet it has the same lock-in torque. It would yield a 49:1 speed change. A
conventional generator could be connected to the high-speed shaft that would be 1/49th the size of a direct
drive generator. The torque achievable with this 1 m long gear is 6.2 MN-m! Our point design for this is
right at 54 ft-lbs/lb with a 49:1 gear ratio.



This magnetic gear works equally well if the stator is allowed to rotate and the rotor is fixed. In some
applications it might be desirable to produce a variable speed gear. This can be accomplished in one of
two ways:

1. Allow the stator to slip
2. Excite the stator with as a wound stator device

All of the principles work equally well for motors driving a torque load.
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Gear ratio of 49:1

Fig. 8 Magnet Arrangement Suitable for a Wind Turbine Generator (50:1) Gear Ratio).

CONCLUSIONS

Steel mechanical teeth are quite strong and can sustain a much higher stress than that achievable even
with the best of magnets. But most single stage mechanical gears have two to three teeth engaged at a
time. Magnetic gears are more flexible; good topologies use nearly half of the magnets in the device to
generate holding torque. These devices offer the promise of power-to-weight ratios superior to
mechanical gears with minimal vibration, no lubrication, and long life.
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